Drink Pairing ~ paired with each course
1 oz / 2 oz

HANA Menu

30 / 59

KAZE Menu

23 / 45

Kajitsu Exclusive
月の桂

23

吃驚仰天

Tsukino Katsura Bikkuri Gyoten

Kyoto

Sparkling nigori, mellow flavor and a soft texture

Seasonal Special Drinks

(180ml)

BEER
8

Asahi Draft
Its refreshing barley flavor and crisp aftertaste. Imported from Japan

Echigo Koshihikari “Rice Beer”

15

This is a dry beer with a crisp palate and finish. Imported from Japan

Kagua ; Japanese Scented Ale, brewed in Belgium. Imported from Japan.
“Blanc”

13

Fresh yuzu aroma, a hint of malt and hop flavor, as well as a slight bitterness
and wheat-derived creamy taste.

“Rouge”

13

A mixed aroma of spicy sansho and roasted malt. The sweetness of the
malt and bitterness of the hop flavor are well balanced at an elevated level.
6

Kirin Free 0.00% alcohol

Hot Sake
大七生酛

本醸造

Small / Large

Daishichi Kimoto

Honjozo Fukushima
Creamy fragrance of rice with a stout aroma of Japanese cypress

11 / 18

Fruity Sake by the Glass
13

鶴齢梅酒

Kakurei Plum Sake

Junmai Ginjo

Niigata

Well balanced, light and sweet plum sake with clean finish

南部美人

無糖無添加

梅酒

Nanbu Bijin Plum Sake

13

Iwate

Sugar free plum sake with light and clean finish

13

柚子想い

Yuzu Sake

Kyoto

Refreshing yuzu citrus sake. A perfect finish for a meal or pairing with dessert

Premium
獺祭

磨き

1200

その先へ

Dassai Beyond

Junmai Daiginjo

大七

純米大吟醸

Yamaguchi

The ultra-premium sake beyond all expectations

妙華蘭曲

Daishichi Myoka Rangyoku

800

Junmai Daiginjo

Fukushima

Gorgeous and complex, this sake reaches perfection through a longer,
more powerful process of maturation
510

天馬 大吟醸 古酒

Flying Pegasus

Daiginjo Koshu

Akita

Aged premium dainginjo sake with exceptionally interesting flavors
and a long smooth finish

Sparkling Sake
42

八海山 スパークリング

Hakkaisan Sparkling

Niigata

Refreshing acidity and gorgeous aroma

Daiginjo

Glass/ Carafe /

Bottle

きりんざん

Kirinzan

31 / 59 / 158

純米大吟醸

Junmai Daiginjo

Niigata

Elegant, dry sake with a hint of citrus and ripe pear

松の翠

19 / 36 / 98

純米大吟醸

Matsuno Midori

Junmai Daiginjo

Kyoto

Subtle aroma of young greens with a long and slightly dry finish

獺祭 50 純米大吟醸

Dassai 50 Junmai Daiginjo

10 / 19 / 58
Yamaguchi

Clean, soft and very subtle with the balanced aromas and a mild
fruity sweetness

Ginjo
黒龍

Glass/ Carafe / Bottle

特選

18 / 34 / 91

吟醸

Kokuryu Crystal Dragon Ginjo

Fukui

Decisive taste, imperturbable balance

伝心

雪

15 / 28 / 73

純米吟醸

Denshin Yuki

Junmai Ginjo

Fukui

Dry, pure and gentle with a fragrant and refreshing taste

八海山

15 / 28 / 73

純米吟醸

Hakkaisan

Junmai Ginjo

Niigata

Mellow texture with crisp, clean, and slightly dry finish

Junmai
鷹勇

13 / 24 / 67

特別純米

Takaisami

Tokubetsu Junmai

Tottori

Refreshing, aromatic, and well-balanced with a smooth dry finish

尾瀬の雪どけ

13 / 24 / 67

純米

Oze no Yukidoke

Junmai

Gunma

Super dry and full bodied sake. A perfect pairing with food
11 / 20 / 57

美丈夫

純米

Bijofu

Junmai

Kochi

Soft and approachable, mild sweetness, finishes dry.

やまとしずく

10 / 18 / 55

山廃純米

Yamato Shizuku

Yamahai Junmai

Akita

A slightly fuller body, lots of umami, very mild earthy flavors and
a pinch of lactic acid in the finish

剣菱

10 / 18 / 55

本醸造

Kenbishi

Honjozo

Hyogo

Full bodied, bold and rich, with a classic nutty flavor.

大七生酛

10 / 18 / −

本醸造

Daishichi Kimoto

Honjozo

Fukushima

Creamy fragrance of rice with a stout aroma of Japanese cypress

WINE

Comprising 3,800 acres in the eastern mountains above Napa, Kenzo Estate is a pristine
natural preserve. Protected within this preserve are rain and spring-fed reservoirs, vernal
pools, streams, and diverse forests. Kenzo Tsujimoto acquired this land in 1990 and nurtured
his enduring vision of the Estate for over two decades through planning and preparation. In
pursuit of excellence, Kenzo Estate retains Master Vineyard Manager David Abreu and the
refined winemaking talent of Heidi Barrett.

White
Asatsuyu 2012

Glass / Half Bottle

19 / 55

Sauvignon Blanc

Rose
Yui 2012

− / 87

Merlot 68%, Cabernet Franc 32%

Red
Murasaki 2009

− /165

Cabernet Sauvignon 53.3%, Merlot 33.3%, Petit Verdot 6.7%,
Cabernet Franc 3.3%, Malbec 3.3%

Rindo 2010
Cabernet Sauvignon 40.5%, Merlot 26.7%, Cabernet Franc 25.3%,
Petit Verdot 5.2%, Malbec 2.3%

− / 65

Tea by the Pot
〜Gyokuro〜
Green tea savored slowly in small quantities, for a luxurious experience

Tenkaichi 天下一
5
Full / Strong-bodied, rich in umami, smooth and clear in texture

2

Ippoen 一保園
Full-bodied, rich in umami, virtually void of astringency

41

K a n ro 甘 露
Full-bodied, rich in umami, a slightly thick but smooth texture

29

Rimpo 麟鳳
Medium-bodied, with enough umami with a light astringent

20

Ka kurei 鶴齢
Medium-bodied, a slightly umami with somewhat astringent

13

〜Sencha〜
Japan’s most popular tea, the right balance of sharpness and sweetness

Ka bo ku 嘉 木
Full-bodied, sweetness and softly lingers on the tongue, flowery fragrance

19

Kumpu 薫風
Medium-bodied, with somewhat astringent, fresh, sweet aftertaste

15

Hosen 芳泉
Medium-bodied, nice balance of sharpness and sweetness, fresh aftertaste

12

Shoike no O 正池の尾
Medium light-bodied, sharp and astringent, light sweet aftertaste

10

〜Bancha〜
A variety of teas with distinctive aromas and light aftertaste
Hoji Cha ほうじ茶
Dark roasted green tea, a rich aroma and light aftertaste

8

Genmai Cha 玄米茶
Mixture of green tea and roasted genmai(a variety of brown rice)

7

Mugi Cha 麦茶
Caffeine free, a rich roasted barley flavor and taste

7

Iced Tea
Sparkling Matcha 抹茶スパークリング
Rich matcha flavor with refreshing texture

9

Sparkling Gyokuro 玉露スパークリング
Light-bodied, a slightly weaker umami with refreshing texture

9

Sparkling Sencha 煎茶スパークリング
Light-bodied, sharp and refreshing aroma and texture

8

Sweetened Matcha Soda 宇治清水ソーダ
Rich matcha flavor with sweetness and refreshing texture

7

Hoji Cha ほうじ茶
Dark roasted green tea, a rich aroma and light aftertaste

5

Mugi Cha 麦茶
Caffeine free, a rich roasted barley flavor and taste,

5

